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Abstract—In recent years, e-learning recommender systems have attracted great attention as a solution towards addressing the problem of information overload in e-learning environments and providing relevant recommendations to online learners. E-learning recommenders continue to play an increasing educational role in aiding learners to find appropriate learning materials to support the achievement of their learning goals. Although general recommender systems have recorded significant success in solving the problem of information overload in e-commerce domains and providing accurate recommendations, e-learning recommender systems on the other hand still face some issues arising from differences in learner characteristics such as learning style, skill level and study level. Conventional recommendation techniques such as collaborative filtering and content-based deal with only two types of entities namely users and items with their ratings. These conventional recommender systems do not take into account the learner characteristics in their recommendation process. Therefore, conventional recommendation techniques cannot make accurate and personalized recommendations in e-learning environment. In this paper, we propose a recommendation technique combining collaborative filtering and ontology to recommend personalized learning materials to online learners. Ontology is used to incorporate the learner characteristics into the recommendation process alongside the ratings while collaborative filtering predicts ratings and generate recommendations. Furthermore, ontological knowledge is used by the recommender system at the initial stages in the absence of ratings to alleviate the cold-start problem. Evaluation results show that our proposed recommendation technique outperforms collaborative filtering on its own in terms of personalization and recommendation accuracy.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the last few years, recommender systems have been widely used as a solution towards addressing the information overload problem. Similarly, e-learning recommender systems solve this problem by automatically recommending suitable learning materials to learners based on their personalized learner preference and profile. They play an important educational role in supporting online learners in e-learning environments by providing personalized recommendations of learning materials for better achievement of the learning goals [1]. Examples of applications using recommender systems include Amazon for recommending books; Netflix for recommending movies; and Coursera for recommending courses [2]. Researchers have been working on recommender systems using several techniques but with the same goal of filtering out irrelevant information from relevant information [3]. Adomavicius and Tuzhilin [4] points out that conventional recommendation techniques such as collaborative filtering and content-based deal with only two types of entities namely users and items and do not consider other additional information about the user and items in making recommendations. In the e-learning scenario, learners have different characteristics such as learning style, study level and skill level which can influence the learner preferences. As a result, conventional recommendation techniques cannot guarantee accurate recommendations to the learner due to their lack of incorporation of additional learner characteristics. To achieve better personalization and accuracy in e-learning recommendations, learner characteristics should be incorporated into the recommendation process.

In this paper, we propose an e-learning recommendation technique for recommending learning materials to online learners by combining collaborative filtering and ontology. Our goal is to improve personalization and accuracy of recommendations. Ontology is used to incorporate learner characteristics such as learning style, study level and skill level into the recommendation process. Our contribution in this work is two-fold:

1) First, we use ontology to incorporate learner characteristics such as learning style, study level, and skill level into the recommendation process. Additionally, ontological knowledge is used to alleviate cold-start problem at the initial stages of recommendation in the absence of ratings.

2) Secondly, the proposed e-learning recommender aggregates both ratings and ontological knowledge in computing similarities and generating recommendations for the learner.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section II presents a review of related work. In Section III, we present the recommendation approach. In Section IV, we present the experiments and evaluation including discussion of results. Finally, conclusion and future work is discussed in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Recommendation Techniques

Recommender systems are classified according to the technique used in recommendation. The main classifications are collaborative filtering, content-based, knowledge-based...
Collaborative filtering (CF) recommends to the target user items similar to those other users with similar preferences liked in the past [8], [9]. The underlying assumption is that if users had similar tastes in the past they will have similar tastes in the future [10]. CF is the most popular and commonly used recommendation approach. CF uses ratings of items in computing similarities of users or items and making recommendations. On the other hand, in content-based (CB) approach, the recommender recommends items that are similar in content features to the ones the target user liked in the past [11]. The similarity of items is calculated based on the features associated with the compared items [6]. In this approach, items are compared with items previously liked by the users and the best matched items are then recommended [12]. In knowledge-based (KB) technique, domain knowledge is used to make inference about the user needs and preferences [13]. In the context of e-learning, knowledge based technique aggregates the knowledge about the learner and learning materials to apply them in the recommendation process. Ontology-based recommenders are KB recommender systems that use ontology for knowledge representation. Like KB recommender systems, ontology-based recommenders do not experience most of the problems associated with conventional recommender systems such as cold-start and sparsity problem [14]. In contrast, hybrid recommender system combines two or more recommender systems for purposes of improving performance [6]. By combining different recommendation techniques in hybrid filtering, drawbacks of individual recommendation approaches can be alleviated.

B. Previous Related Studies

In the last few years, researchers of recommender systems have explored hybridization of recommendation techniques as an approach for developing effective recommender systems. Hybrid filtering entails combining two or more recommendation techniques to improve performance. Recent studies have shown that hybridizing recommendation techniques result in effectiveness of the recommender systems. For instance, Wei et al. [12] propose a recommendation technique that combines CF and deep learning to alleviate cold start problem for new items. Their recommendation approach showed significant improvement in alleviating cold-start problem. Da Silva et al. [15] propose an evolutionary approach for combining results of recommendation techniques based on CF while using genetic algorithm as a search algorithm. Their findings revealed improvement of performance. Takano and Li [16] on the other hand propose a recommender system for e-learning by utilizing a hybrid feedback method that extracts a user’s preference and Web-browsing behavior while [17] propose a hybrid recommender system based on semantic web technologies, context-awareness and ontology for recommending movies. Their hybrid recommender systems showed improved performance. Similarly, Ting et al. [18] propose a personalized recommender system based on web log mining and weighted bipartite graph. Their experimental results indicate that combining web log mining and weighted bipartite graph is feasible and improves the recommendation results. Yu [19] used ontology to enhance CF recommendation based on community. Their results show that CF based on community achieves better performance than traditional method. Salehi et al. [20] propose a hybrid recommender system for learning materials based on genetic algorithm and multidimensional information model and equally achieved better performance as well as alleviation of cold-start and sparsity problem. Chen et al. [21] presented a hybrid recommendation algorithm for learning items by combining CF and sequential pattern mining. Experimental results of their hybrid recommender showed good performance. Zheng et al. [22] similarly propose a hybrid trust-based recommender system for online communities of practice. Their hybrid algorithm provided more accurate recommendations than other related CB algorithms. Moreover, several studies on recommender studies dedicated to e-learning have been carried out in the recent years. For instance, Salehi [23] propose a learning resource recommendation approach based on CF and BIDE. Their results show that the method outperforms previous algorithms on precision and recall measures. Drachsler et al. [24] carried out a comprehensive survey and analysis of recommender systems in Technology Enhanced Learning (TEL) for the period from 2000 – 2014. They investigated 82 e-learning recommender systems and clustered the recommenders according to their characteristics and contribution to the evolution of TEL recommender systems research field. Wan and Niu [25] propose a learner oriented recommendation approach based on mixed concept mapping and immune algorithm. Their approach shows high adaptability and efficiency in recommending e-learning materials. Capuano et al. [26] developed a system for recommending learning goals for learners using an adaptive learning system. Evaluation of their system provided good results. Dascalu et al. [27] propose an ontology-based educational recommender system for application in lifelong learning. Their educational recommender system proved that recommender systems can successfully support new learning paradigms. Rodriguez et al. [28] propose a hybrid recommender system for learning materials by combining CB, CF and KB recommendation techniques, and the tests of their system on a database with real data provided promising results. Wang et al. [29] propose a CF algorithm based on user clustering and slope one scheme. Their hybrid recommendation algorithm provided more accurate recommendations than previous algorithms. Cobos et al. [30] present a system that allows lecturers to define their best teaching strategies for use in the context of a specific class. Their system namely “Recommendation System of Pedagogical Patterns” (RSPP) is a hybrid system which combines both CB and CF for recommendation and uses ontology for representation of pedagogical patterns. Dos Santos et al. [31] propose a method of clustering learning objects to improve their recommendations using CF algorithm. Their results show that clustering learning objects before using CF techniques improves recommendation performance.
Though a number of related studies have been carried out previously, our work differs from other studies in the sense that we combine both CF and ontology to improve personalization and accuracy. Furthermore, in our study, we use ontology to incorporate learner characteristics into the recommendation process as well as alleviate the cold-start problem. Other related studies used ontology to achieve different goals.

III. OUR RECOMMENDATION APPROACH

The following model (Fig. 1) summarizes our recommendation approach. The main components of the model are the learner ontology, the learning object ontology, data preprocessing component, the recommendation engine and the personalized learner recommendations component. In this section, we explain in detail how the recommendation model works.

1) The Learner Profile: The learner profile component contains the information and preferences of the learner. Information in the learner profile is acquired both explicitly and implicitly. Information such as personal demographic data (name, gender, age, username, and password) as well as learner characteristics such as study level, skill level and learning style among others is stored in the learner ontology. The learner ontology personalizes the learner profile according to learner preferences and characteristics. The CF recommendation engine will make use of this learner ontology information alongside the learning object ontology information in computing predictions of ratings as well as generating recommendations for the active learner.

2) Learning Object Model: The learning resource ontology contains information about the learning materials. This component stores information about the learning materials such as formats which may be text, image, audio or video.

3) Data Preprocessing: The data from both the learner and learning object ontology is prepared and preprocessed into the right format for the recommendation engine at the data preprocessing component.

4) Recommendation engine: Once the data has been prepared and preprocessed, the recommendation engine computes the similarities and predictions of ratings of the target learner based on the learner and learning object ontology. Finally, the recommendation engine generates personalized recommendations for the target learner.

In computing the similarities of learning objects, we use the Adjusted Cosine Similarity (1). This is a commonly used measurement of similarity.

\[
sim(i, j) = \frac{\sum (r_{ij} - \bar{r}_i)(r_{ij} - \bar{r}_j)}{\sqrt{\sum (r_{ij} - \bar{r}_i)^2} \sqrt{\sum (r_{ij} - \bar{r}_j)^2}} \tag{1}
\]

where \(r_{ij}\) is the rating given to learning object \(i\) by learner \(l\), \(\bar{r}_i\) is the mean rating of all the ratings provided by \(l\) based on ontology knowledge.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION

Experiments were carried out to evaluate the accuracy and performance of the proposed ontology-based recommender system for recommending learning materials. In our study, ontology is used for personalization as well as representing knowledge about the learner and learning resources.

A. Experimental Setup

The experiment was carried out in a university where e-
learning is used to support teaching and learning. A group of 300 students using e-learning to support their learning participated in the experiment. The teachers uploaded 450 learning materials to the e-learning portal for access by the students for their learning. The LMS allows the students to access the learning materials as well as rate them on a scale of 1 – 5 (1 – very irrelevant, 2 – fairly irrelevant, 3 – irrelevant, 4 – relevant, 5 – very relevant). The recommender system can then recommend the learning materials to students according to their personalized learner profile acquired through ratings similarity and ontological knowledge.

B. Description of the Dataset

Our dataset is a real world dataset obtained from 300 students using e-learning in a university. The dataset was collected within a period of 3 months. The following table (Table I) illustrates the detailed description of the dataset and learning materials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of students</th>
<th>No. of learning materials</th>
<th>No. of ratings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>28,152</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the purpose of evaluating our proposed ontology-based algorithm, the dataset was split into two sub-datasets for training and testing set.

C. Experimental Results

Two experiments were carried out using the same dataset in order to evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithm. The first experiment was a combination of collaborative filtering and ontology (Ontology-CF). The second experiment was carried out using CF on its own. The results from the two experiments were then compared.

1. Accuracy Experiments

The accuracy of our proposed algorithm was evaluated using the mean absolute error (MAE) evaluation metric (3). MAE is used to evaluate the capability of the system to predict users’ ratings accurately [32]. MAE computes the deviation between predicted ratings and actual ratings. The MAE for our proposed algorithm was computed for different sizes of neighborhoods.

$$MAE = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} | p_i - r_i |$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Fig. 2 shows the results of prediction accuracy of our proposed algorithm (Ontology-CF) in comparison to the conventional CF algorithm. From Fig. 2, it is evident that Ontology-CF achieves more accurate predictions than the conventional CF algorithm. The two algorithms give the most accurate predictions when the number of neighbors is 30. Generally, at any number of neighborhoods, Ontology-CF outperforms the conventional CF algorithm.

2. Performance Measure

To evaluate the performance of our proposed ontology-based algorithm (Ontology-CF) in comparison to the conventional CF algorithm, we use F1 measure metric (4). F1 measure combines both precision and recall into a single value for ease of comparison and at the same time, giving equal weight to precision and recall [32].

$$F1 = \frac{2 \times \text{precision} \times \text{recall}}{\text{precision} + \text{recall}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Fig. 3 shows the comparison in performance in terms of F1 measure between Ontology-CF and the conventional CF algorithm using the F1 measure metric. It is evident from Fig. 3 that the performance of Ontology-CF which combines ontology and CF performs better the conventional CF algorithm on its own.

D. Discussion

In order to evaluate the accuracy and performance of our proposed ontology-based approach that combined CF and ontology, similar experimental evaluations was also conducted for CF algorithm on its own using the same dataset and the results compared. The experimental results have revealed that combining CF and ontology improves performance and prediction accuracy of a recommender system. In both the two experiments, measuring accuracy of predictions using MAE (Fig. 2) and measuring performance of the algorithm using F1 metrics (Fig. 3), Ontology-CF outperformed the conventional
E-learning recommender systems play an important role in alleviating information overload problem arising from explosion of online learning resources on the internet. Furthermore, it assists the learners to find useful learning materials from a large space of possible options. However, conventional recommendation techniques such as CF and CB face unique challenges in dealing with learners with different characteristics such as learning style, study level and skills level. In this paper, we propose a recommendation technique combining CF and ontology for recommending personalized learning materials to online learners taking into account the learner characteristics. In our approach, ontology is used to incorporate learner characteristics into the recommendation process. Experimental results show that our proposed ontology-based recommendation approach outperforms CF algorithm on its own. Furthermore, our recommendation technique alleviates cold-start problem at the initial stages of recommendation by using ontological knowledge in the absence of sufficient ratings.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
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